St. Peter Claver
Kindergarten Homework
Week of: October 17th
Thank you very much for your support of our Kindergarten program, we couldn’t do it without you.
This week we are working on the letter Dd. We will be participating in the Big Shake-Out on
Thursday, 10/19 @ 10:19 am. We have been reviewing what to do in case of an earthquake and
other emergency situations. The date for the Greg & Steve concert is Thursday, March 15 th. I need
to secure tickets ASAP. Each ticket is $10. I will need to collect $10 per child and parent that
wishes to attend now. I know it is a far off time, but these concert tickets sell out quickly. I will be
purchasing the tickets this Friday afternoon. Remember that Bowling Night is on Friday night.
Both Mrs. Hall and I will be in attendance.








Complete the attached phonics page. On side one, have your child write the correct
beginning consonant on ALL pictures and then color the pictures that begin with the
letter Dd. On side two, have your child ‘kid friendly” spell all of the objects and then
color the pictures that begin with Dd.
Complete the attached math paper. Connect the dots to see what they create.
Please read a story to your child every night.
Remember that the Dd clue bag is part of the homework.
Complete Journal assignment.

Thank you for your help!
Your Kindergarten Teacher,
Mrs. Meyer

Please discuss the setting in this week’s story with your child. The setting is where the
story takes place. Have your child draw the setting from the story and label the picture.
Have your child write on their own, where the setting took place. They have been working
on kid-friendly spelling and are capable of doing this.
**Please put the title of the book and the date in the upper left-hand corner.

